
Noble Reactor 
Leverage science-based AI to help your 
R&D teams create new products faster.
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The scientific method is tried and true, but not always efficient. Your R&D team works 
on complex problems which can involve millions of variables and parameters. All-too-
often, the bottleneck in your team’s progress is the need to test these parameters, a few 
combinations at a time. Your costs skyrocket because the space of possible parameters to 
test is combinatorially large. Further complicating matters, some R&D problems require a single 
parameter test that can cost your company tens of thousands of dollars, or more, and take 
weeks or months to complete. 

 
Up to 80% of your R&D team’s valuable time and budget can be wasted on tests that won’t 
make it to market[1].

Noble.AI has developed a breakthrough technology—NobleNet—that incorporates 
relevant scientific laws directly into artificial intelligence networks.  As a result, whereas most 
substitutes recommend results that could never be built in the real-world, the Noble Platform 
only learns and recommend physically-viable solutions.

Reactor leverages this technology to help R&D teams converge on discoveries and 
explore relevant parameter space exponentially faster. By eliminating non-viable solutions 
proactively, Reactor enables your teams to save countless wasted R&D cycles and get new 
products to market faster, and at vastly lower cost.

In R&D, slow-cycle trial and 
error can cost you millions.
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• Noble Reactor™ both vastly lowers the cost of a single 
test and exponentially accelerating the test cycle-rate. 
Without Reactor, slow-cycle time R&D costs companies 
over $128 Billion per year in lost FTE productivity1. 

• Noble Reactor™ allows teams to converge on the optimal 
answers and product designs by conducting multiple cus-
tomized experiments simultaneously, integrating seamless-
ly with any R&D workflow. 

• Noble Reactor™ couples deep learning, a sub-branch 
within AI, with relevant scientific principles to recommend a 
small number of parameter combinations that are likely to 
be successful, optimizing the R&D problem.

• Your team can easily define and solve any R&D problem 
using Reactor’s natural language-based “Rules” system. 

• The recommendations are delivered in a problem-spe-
cific and tailored format, leapfrogging monotonous data 
analysis, and allowing your team to bring to bear all of 
their expertise, skill, and experience—and integrate it into 
existing workflows. 

R&D progress hinges critically on 
two factors: the cost of a single test 
and the test cycle-rate.
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Product Features

Onboarding in as little  
as two weeks in 
supported industries.

No technical barriers 
to entry or required AI 
expertise, allowing teams 
to rapidly leverage and 
magnify their domain 
expertise.

Reactor automatically 
uses relevant scientific 
laws to proactively rule-
out nonphysical candidate 
experiments and results.

Helps leaders win 
competitive RFPs by 
bringing breakthrough 
R&D solutions to the table 
at a faster pace.

Integrate with Noble 
Blueprint to maximally 
leverage the human and 
financial capital already 
invested in data to 
discover and bring new 
products  
to market faster (optional).

Fast 
Onboarding Accessible

No Nonphysical  
Results Competitive Edge Capital Efficient
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Product Details

100% Grounded in Science

Reactor is a platform entirely focused on scientific prob-
lem. With fast setup and a clean, efficient UIE, Noble 
Reactor  is built to all but eliminate technical barriers 
to leveraging AI. This empowers teams to focus on the 
problem at hand using domain expertise, facilitating new 
insights at an unparalleled pace.

Versatile

Reactor’s natural language-based Rules Builder system of-
fers teams an incredibly high degree of flexibility to create 
new experiments and problems. Teams can create numer-
ous custom experiments, in parallel, to prove or disprove 
hypotheses and designs exponentially faster.

Built For Discovery

Eschewing both “silver bullets” and huge matrices of un-
reliable or nonphysical data, Reactor focuses on delivering 
credible results that help teams achieve incremental and 
breakthrough R&D discoveries.

Reactor recommends a small number of curated, prom-
ising new parameter combinations, delivered in a prob-
lem-specific format, that help teams understand the 
nuanced tradeoffs of each solution.

Teams can Feedback into Reactor when new real-world 
results are obtained to create exponentially smarter and 
more performant systems.
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Noble.AI

Noble.AI is a California software company founded in 2017  
to serve the world’s most important R&D organizations,  
accelerate their process of innovation and help them bring  
products to market faster and smarter.

We have raised over $8.5MM in venture funding and  
are committed to building for the long term and supporting  
our customers.

Our leadership team has held research affiliations with  
Oxford and Stanford and has nearly 35 combined years of 
experience delivering best-in-class digital solutions for  
Fortune 500 companies.  

Questions? Contact:  sales@noble.ai

About Us


